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==Summary==
A catalog from Christmas 1996 for the Portuguese market. This catalog, distributed by Ecofilmes, features new and upcoming Sega games and bundles, including:

- a bundle for Master System III Compact, with a Sonic game, for 9.990 escudos (less than 50 dollars)
- A mega drive console bundle with a 6-game cartridge, called Mega 6
- budget Master System and Mega Drive games. Master System games go up to
- Portuguese Purple Master system titles, some of which have covers translated to portuguese:


 - Sapo Xulé S.O.S. Lagoa Poluída
 - The Lion King
 - The Simpsons Bart vs Space Mutants
 - Desert Speedtrap
 - My Hero
 - Game Box (with Wimbledon, Super Futebol 2 and Great Volley)
 - Sonic Spinball
 - My Hero
 - Spider-man Return of the Sinister Six
 - Jurassic Park
 - The Jungle Book
 - Road Rash
 - Indiana Jones e a última Cruzada
 - "Chesse Cat-Astrophe com Speedy Gonzales" (partially portuguese cover)


- a low-quality picture of Virtua Fighter 3, which was to be released on the Sega Saturn, possibly along with Sega Touring Car and Manx TT

This catalog enforces the idea that Ecofilmes invested significantly in the Mega Drive and the Master System, possibly as budget alternatives to the top-tiered Sega Saturn.
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